This article suggests a new set of filters through which to evaluate law library services, in particular those that support faculty scholarship. These filters include recent profound changes in legal education and the motivators of today's law professors. By understanding the needs of self-interested deans and professors, libraries can fill new roles that are consistent with our core values. Libraries can also focus on dissemination and promotion of faculty work, especially through innovative open access projects. 
the library's contribution as highly as we do. Further, we might concede that law school administrators who also have an eye on other departments are better suited than most librarians to judge the relative value of our services.
¶2 Librarians' evaluation of the administration's wisdom in these matters may be predictive of how we fare the next time the school looks for budget savings. Feeling misunderstood or underappreciated leads to a defensive posture, and consequently diminishes our credibility. It may also result in our exclusion from future conversations and in steep library cuts without meaningful librarian input. Instead, librarians should listen carefully and ask questions designed to assess the school's priorities. There should be nothing to defend: our goal is deeper understanding, creative thinking, and innovation, not a particular outcome.
¶3 Unsurprisingly, budget-related conversations are often challenging and emotionally charged. Readers might imagine a room full of senior administrators, each of whom brings a particular perspective based on their own work. All of that work is certainly important. With demand for legal education declining, we need terrific admissions and marketing officers to recruit prospective students. In a tough job market, we need outstanding career services staff with solid connections. As tuition revenue declines, we need accomplished fund-raisers. Meanwhile professors remain the core of the educational program, and besides, most have tenure. This scenario has implications for everyone who works in the library. A director needs to see past his own staff and recognize the value that others bring, generate an accurate view of where the library fits, and envision ways to support evolving strategic priorities. Library staff members need to help their director to think of new services that support those priorities. ¶4 Legal education has entered a period of profound change and reflection. In just two years, the number of LSAT test takers is down by twenty-four percent, 1 and law school applicants have dropped by twenty-three percent. 2 The job market is 1. LSATS Administered, law SCh. admiSSion CounCil, http://www.lsac.org/lsacresources/data /lsats-administered.asp (last visited Jan. 26, 2013). The October 2012 test administration showed a 16.4% year-over-year decline in test takers, after a 16.9% drop the year before. Id.
The New Normal in Legal Education
2. LSAC Volume Summary, law SCh. admiSSion CounCil, http://www.lsac.org/lsacresources /data/lsac-volume-summary.asp (last visited Jan. 26, 2013) . See also Matt Leichter, A Tale of Two (California) Law Schools, am. law daily (Sept. 7, 2012), http://www.americanlawyer.com /PubArticleALD.jsp?id=1202570535871 (reporting an 18% drop from 2011 to 2012 in the number of applicants with LSAT scores of 160 or higher).
poor. 3 Media outlets, including the New York Times, 4 Wall Street Journal, 5 and NPR, 6 have all publicized the downturn, and their message to prospective students has been clear: law school is at best a risky investment and at worst an outright scam. Deans, professors, the ABA, and economists have all weighed in. Some believe the downturn is cyclical; if we ride out the storm the market will recover. 7 Others anticipate a complete transformation in the way law schools operate, from pedagogy 8 to transparency in reporting information, 9 technology, 10 and tenure and security of position. 11 ¶5 Law schools face a fundamental business decision: accept fewer students with similar credentials, lower the qualifications to entry in order to boost enrollment, or some combination of the two. 12 Many schools will seek short-or mediumterm budget cuts, and others will restructure their operations. Many others will lay off staff and institute pay or benefit cuts. 13 A few law schools are likely to close down, while others may merge. 14 ¶6 Now think again about the relative value of library services. Most academic law libraries were designed to store books that nowadays are rarely used, yet our budgets remain skewed toward the purchase, processing, and organization of print materials. Even as disintermediation has cut traffic at the reference desk, we have added reference positions and services. 15 As services proliferate, more librarians are hired to provide them. But our evolution lacks the harsh reality of natural selection-as long as staffing levels increase over time, there is little incentive to cull less critical services. 16 Our instructional role is extensive, but its impact and relative strategic value are unclear. 17 We write guides and tutorials but know little about 13 17. Teaching legal research can be a strategic decision by the library, but probably only to the extent that teaching it a certain way helps the school balance its budget. Having librarians teach the research component of the first-year program may mean hiring fewer adjuncts, or could free up time for the full-time faculty. If the priority is cost-cutting, will the dean care that moving research instruction to the first year may mean losing several advanced research classes with low enrollment?
This analysis can be applied to other areas as well. Library functions frequently overlap with those of other law school departments. For example, both library staff and administrative assistants gather materials for professors and upload documents to course management sites. If the school has an open position for a faculty support administrative assistant, the library might offer to take responsibility for the overlapping functions. That could be enough for the school to redefine the support role as part time, and save salary and benefit dollars. Meanwhile, the service will improve because library workers can search and retrieve information more efficiently. As an added benefit, centralizing support for course management is a strategic service tied to innovation in teaching with technology, faculty-student communication, and the transition to electronic textbooks. Another option is to embrace the research assistant (RA) pool model, under which the library budgets for and coordinates the activities of RAs. This approach serves professors whose research needs fluctuate and provides a higher level of training and oversight for students, who benefit from working with numerous professors with varied research interests. See, e.g., Darcy Kirk & Barbara Rainwater, The Research Assistant Pool in the Law Library, 6 tRendS l. libR. mgmt. & teCh. 4 (1994-1995) . If comprehensive oversight of law school RAs is not possible, consider an arrangement with the law school administration whereby RAs from the library's pool do not count against professors' discretionary accounts. This gives professors a financial incentive to use the library's service, and the administration can cut faculty spending on RAs. See also infra ¶ 20 regarding the role of an associate dean for research. their effectiveness. Our primary area of expertise is still not included on the bar exam. Furthermore, useful measures for assessment of library collections or services continue to elude us. 18 "When a dean looks at a law school budget, the biggest expenditure after faculty salaries is the library, and many must now wonder 'what are all those people doing with all that money?' " 19 Unless we change our priorities, layoffs and budget cuts will, and should, land disproportionately on the library.
¶7 Of course libraries have advantages as well. They employ highly educated and creative people who, having lived through transformative change in their own profession, bring flexibility and adaptability to this difficult time in legal education. Most libraries can still cancel print subscriptions to save (potentially) hundreds of thousands of dollars, money which might be reallocated to save crucial staff positions. Another even more hopeful route is for everyone in the library to embrace services that support new institutional priorities. 20 ¶11 We cannot hope to understand the interests, and thus the needs, of "the faculty" as if it is a monolithic entity. Different subgroups (e.g., nontenured, clinical, legal writing) are likely to be motivated by different needs and goals. 25 It is important to recognize that, like all people, individual professors mix values, priorities, and insecurities with other combustible elements. These quirks and preferences may be useful in customizing library services. 26 26. There are many labels we can attach to law professors: "(un)productive scholars," "(dis)engaged colleagues," "(non)tenured," "tech savvy," "(future) deans," "clinicians," "professionally active," etc. Any one of these may suggest a certain package of library services. Taken to an extreme generally about law faculty interests based on unique and pervasive aspects of the profession.
What Do Deans and Professors
¶12 In recent years, researchers have attempted to understand faculty motivation by distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 27 Intrinsic motivators-for example, wanting to help people or make a meaningful contribution to a field of study-suggest positive ideals 28 of autonomy, mastery, and purpose. 29 These drivers are sometimes described with different terms, but the idea is the same. Douglas Ray believes that "job satisfaction comes from: knowing that you make a difference; knowing that you are appreciated; knowing that you are part of a group doing something that matters; and knowing that you can continue to learn and grow." 30 While it might be possible to derive satisfaction only from within, for many, personal satisfaction grows from academic acceptance. 31 ¶13 Extrinsic motivators-tenure and security of position, recognition of peers, financial incentives-play a major role, perhaps more than internal factors, and perhaps even more than they did for previous generations. Whether the trend toward an incentive-based "academic capitalism" is good or bad depends on one's point of view: "[Academics] . . . with a sense of personal agency or those who see financial, professional or social benefits may see it as opportunity rather than imposition." 32 On the other hand, "Faculty who become temporary scholars to achieve tenure, feeling both pressed and oppressed by the need to produce three major journal articles (published in 'top tier journals'), are less likely to experience 28. We should not forget the sadder intrinsic motivators. Shortly after I became associate director for library services at the University of Connecticut School of Law, I attended a library management workshop in California. The facilitator asked everyone to think of the things that motivated them to do their best work. People gave honest and honorable examples like "helping others" and "doing genuinely important work." My answer was "fear of failure." Fear keeps me up late and it drives me to achieve results.
29. Daniel Pink has written that human beings are motivated by autonomy, mastery, and purpose. See daniel Pink, dRive: the SuRPRiSing tRuth about what motivateS uS 85-146 (2009). But that cannot explain faculty members who have better access to each of these motivators than most workers. Law professors have academic freedom and security of position, the opportunity to mold the next generation of lawyers, and a platform to affect important debates in their areas of expertise. If autonomy, mastery, and purpose were the only key drivers, then all professors would be content and cooperative. Sadly, that is not the case.
30. Douglas E. Ray, The Dean's Role in Building a Positive Workplace Environment, 42 u. tol. l. Rev. 657, 657 (2011).
31. See Blackmore & Kandiko, supra note 27, at 404 ("No matter how intrinsically motivated, an academic is part of a community of colleagues, whose shared epistemologies and social practices strongly influence thinking and discourse in the field and whose approval confers high intellectual standing.").
32. Id. at 402.
the personal enjoyment and life satisfaction associated with a lifetime of scholarship . . . ." 33 ¶14 Many longtime academics say that academia was once a happier place. Faculties were collegial and involved. They met routinely both at work and socially, and were engaged with one another's work.
It was not uncommon, in the mid-1970s to all have coffee together twice a day-10:30 am and 2:30 pm. When one person moved, almost every young professor met to help. Weekends were spent together in families. Christmas parties of whole Departments were held in rented halls with 300+ attendees, with singing and comedy and talent shows. 34 The job of the "law professor" typically included a near lifetime appointment; a flexible schedule; a generous salary; a platform to influence debates of local, regional, or national significance; and the ability to help the careers of future lawyers. Although many law professors are happy and fulfilled in their careers, 35 times and perspectives have changed. The professoriate is (or has become) more competitive, status obsessed, and uncooperative. 36 "Now we talk about our 'heroes' by noting that 'she was published in that journal' or 'he just received a huge research award.' These are our icons; but, is their work edifying anyone-including themselves?" 37 33. Rich, supra note 27, at 125 (arguing that "extrinsic" motivators like financial rewards are potentially destructive to both the campus community and long-term professional satisfaction). Think about library services designed with not-yet-tenured professors in mind. What do they need to get through the process? Time to write? Project management? Solid administrative support? The library ought to work with the dean for research to consider the opportunities. If we reach professors when they are new, especially in a way that has a meaningful impact on something as important as tenure, then we will have customers for life. We believe some things are systemic-competition for what seem like finite research dollars; strong personal competition for salary and promotion; and an academic culture driven by less than convivial philosophical groundings-and the things that go with that [such as a personal lack of efficacy and fullness that makes us, shall we say, edgy (on edge)]. 38 ¶15 One might accept the implication of these anecdotes, yet reasonably ask whether pining for the academy of yesterday helps us to evaluate the library services of today. One response is that it does, at least to the extent that the dean and other tenured faculty members seek a return to those happier times-in that case the library could develop ways to help in the transition. 39 Indeed, we might hope that innovative support will result in more successful scholarship, which will in turn lead to a friendlier working environment. 40 A second, less sentimental response is that we ought to limit our inquiry to factors that do motivate professors, and ignore those that either used to, or never did, have an effect. The quest for recognition and reputation are real enough, though not necessarily indicative of our best natures.
¶16 The desire for recognition from the public, from the news media, from students, and most crucially from peers (internal and external) is a critical motivator. Faculty watch for lateral moves, appointments to national committees, publication in visible journals, invitations to speak at conferences, and mentions in the blogosphere as evidence of professional importance. 41 Seen in this way, we understand why teaching may come second, and service (including governance) a distant third; after all, teaching and service are less directly associated with reputation, at least outside the building. 42 ¶17 In my early years at William Mitchell, I attended a faculty workshop on the importance of self-promotion. Professors shared tips on using social media, submitting articles to nonlegal or interdisciplinary publications, and speaking at conferences. 43 Attendees were encouraged to "squeeze the juice" out of their research and writing. Every good idea should be heard by as many people, in as many ways, 38 . Id. at 34 n.3. 39. For a fascinating read, including a fourteen-step process for returning to a "successful pedagogy of engagement" in the academy, see id. at 43-45. Cf. Jayne W. Barnard, Post-Tenure Review as If It Mattered, 17 J. ContemP. legal iSSueS 297, 319-22 (2008) (proposing that law schools tie faculty compensation to "performance and adherence to institutional values" such as innovation, regular production of high-quality scholarship, enthusiasm, and constructive participation in faculty governance).
40. See Mardy T. Eimers, The Role of Intrinsic Enjoyment in Motivating Faculty, thought & aCtion: the nea higheR eduC. J., Fall 1997, at 125, 131 (finding that "measures to help faculty be more successful in their scholarly endeavors may lead to the higher levels of satisfaction with the extrinsic recognition they receive from research.").
41. "The folks at lower-tier schools think they belong at top-20 schools, the folks at other top-20 schools think they belong at Harvard, and the folks at Harvard think that they deserve more recognition than the other folks at Harvard. as possible. 44 The model of writing an article, submitting it for publication, and then moving on to other projects was shunned as incomplete and outmoded. The reason, according to the presenters, was that our practical work should not be hidden; instead the community should put it to use. Thus self-promotion, once (and still, in some circles) regarded as tacky, had been reborn and swaddled in a wrapper of social good. But it also appealed to professors' desire for recognition, not to mention the law school's interest in promoting a faculty with national impact. 45 ¶18 The workshop spawned a fascinating law school task force on enhancing the visibility of faculty work. The group took its work seriously and had the approval of both law school administration and the faculty as a whole. No surpriseits work hit the sweet spot between professorial and institutional self-interest.
¶19 Understanding patrons' needs has always been central in librarianship-in reference or circulation interactions, in developing or refining services, and so on. Dipping below the surface to ascertain what motivates the law school and its faculty has major implications as we reimagine the academic law library. We know that law schools are seeking to cut expenses, that promotional efforts are valued but pushed back to professors, and that professors are increasingly motivated by external factors like recognition and reputation. ¶20 From time to time law schools post announcements of positions like "Associate Dean for Faculty Development" or "Vice Dean for Research." 46 These jobs are generally designed to help professors get their work published and disseminated broadly, find speaking engagements, and increase attention for the school, among other things. 47 The fact that schools have advertised for positions like this is evidence of the desire for increased scholarly productivity and visibility. 48 But law schools do not need more deans; instead they need to trim administrative costs during a historic period of declining enrollments. 44 . This seems an opportune moment to state that these suggestions were neither bad nor base. There were, in fact, numerous good and practical ideas shared during the meeting. Without attaching judgment, I seek to recognize and learn something real about human nature, and (eventually) suggest corresponding implications for library services.
Support for Production and Visibility of Faculty Scholarship
45. Reputation is worth a combined forty percent of the U.S. News & World Report rankings. See Theodore P. Seto, Understanding the U.S. News Law School Rankings, 60 S.m.u. l. Rev. 493, 506 (2007). Faculty members' efforts to promote their own work are doubly important in an era of fiscal austerity. Marketing and public relations groups must also focus on campus events and calls from news media, etc.
46. Common functions of a faculty development position include mentoring and assistance with professional development opportunities; oversight of grants, awards, fellowships, and development funds; development of programs on writing and teaching; assistance with curriculum planning; and maintaining a calendar of faculty development opportunities.
47 49 Librarians have (or can develop) the talents necessary to take primary responsibility for faculty development. ¶22 This new role is not a stretch. Even now, research deans cannot serve optimally without the cooperation and support of the library. After all, librarians conduct research, and often coordinate research assistant pools, to guarantee high-quality inputs for scholarship. 50 We know that as sources of information proliferate, professors need more help in searching and filtering. 51 Increasingly, it is not enough to scan for articles in one's area, run keyword searches in favorite databases, and talk to peers. Professors who are provided with better source materials have an advantage, and creative librarians hold the key.
¶23 Research is the library's sphere of influence, and the scholarly cycle moves quickly from there. In between research and the finished product, professors are usually alone with their computers and their coffee, 52 and then, after the article is finished, a research dean may offer advice on how to place it in an appropriate journal. But experience and anecdotal evidence suggest that many professors handle the postcompletion work alone (or with the help of an administrative assistant), leading to inconsistency, inefficiency, and error.
and Georgetown, schools that have associate deans for research or scholarship, have registered staggering increases in faculty productivity over recent years." Id. at 130.
49. See Margaret A. Schilt, Faculty Services in the 21st Century: Evolution and Innovation, 26 legal ReFeRenCe SeRviCeS Q., nos. 1/2, 2007, at 187, 204 (advocating for librarians to provide faculty members "with whatever help will give them more time to spend thinking and writing, and to assist them with getting their thinking and writing to the audience they are seeking.").
50. See generally Kirk & Rainwater, supra note 17. 51. See Schilt, supra note 49, at 195 (arguing that faculty members "are drowning in resourceswhat they need are ways to tease out of the deluge those resources that are valuable to their work").
52. On the other hand, maybe there is room for librarians to offer ongoing help. I once had a memorable conversation with a law professor, who said her research process had regressed over the years. Decades earlier she had learned the "index card method" for taking notes and organizing her thoughts. She stored batches of cards in a box, and then when she was ready to write, she would pull them out, put them in order, switch them around, and so on. These days she has Westlaw and LexisNexis printouts, bookmarks to web sites, documents she has found and downloaded, e-mails from colleagues (or herself) referencing materials in various locations, books from the library, and photocopies delivered via interlibrary loan. Now, much more than earlier in her career, she works on numerous long-term projects at once. Furthermore, she writes from home, in her office, at coffee shops, and while traveling. Version control had become a big problem because she e-mailed halfcompleted files to herself and had inconsistent access to network space from off-site. These problems were multiplied when collaborating with colleagues. She assumed that librarians had somehow solved this problem, so she asked for my advice. Sadly, I had experienced many of the same frustrations. Since then I have promoted various tools, notably Zotero (www.zotero.com) for research management. There is clearly room for library expertise at stages of the research process that had typically been considered the sole province of law professors as authors. ¶24 I propose a more streamlined process that better utilizes librarians' talents and garners more attention for faculty work. One librarian should serve as scholarly communication "czar," responsible for the school's publication and open access efforts, including SSRN, 53 ExpressO, 54 and the institutional repository. This librarian might reasonably emerge from either public or technical services. 55 A designated point person signals the library's commitment to the endeavor and provides a contact for faculty members and vendors. 56 ¶25 If the school does not already have an institutional repository, the library should invest in one. 57 A repository houses a publicly accessible record of the school's intellectual output 58 and serves as the cornerstone of its participation in the open access movement. Open access initiatives (and the repository specifically) build connections with the community (including the bench and bar), assist with fund-raising, 59 expose the school's work to a national or even worldwide audience, and accomplish a social good by unlocking valuable information. 60 Undertaking this repository project will have the support of faculty members because the library can promise vastly increased reach for their work, 61 and support for open access 53 . SSRN (www.ssrn.com) is the Social Science Research Network, an interdisciplinary scholarship repository widely embraced by law professors and valued for its download tracking statistics.
54. exPReSSo, http://law.bepress.com/expresso/ (last visited Jan. 26, 2013). ExpressO is a manuscript submission service developed by Berkeley Electronic Press (bepress) that allows authors to send completed articles to dozens (or hundreds) of law journals at once and monitor acceptance or rejection.
55. Reference librarians might seem the obvious choice because of their preexisting relationships with professors, but this role also has great potential for catalogers or others in technical services. For one thing, as libraries cut print collections, those who had processed print materials have more time available. More important, many of the skills necessary to spearhead and maintain an open access initiative are possessed by technical services librarians: an understanding of taxonomy and controlled vocabulary, being consistent and organized, and attention to detail.
56. Anyone who has spent significant time evaluating or using institutional repositories can confirm the importance of a dedicated individual. Without one, repositories often languish. It is embarrassing to the school to present a repository, ostensibly its public archive of faculty work, to which nothing has been added for years.
57. Ideally the school will supplement the library's budget, but regardless, libraries must find the money. Digital Commons, for example, costs between $15,000 and $20,000 per year for hosted, supported service. 64 The effect appears to be quite durable, with older articles (including many uploaded to open access venues years after traditional publication) continuing to be found and cited at a higher rate than articles published in print alone. 65 The reasons are uncertain, though easier availability of materials via Google and other search engines seems the most significant cause. 66 ¶27 Professors may ask whether articles already on SSRN ought to have a second open access home. The issue is whether a repository will siphon away a percentage of authors' SSRN downloads, resulting in diminished ranking and status. Donovan and Watson believe that the question arises from a faulty "zero-sum" assumption; namely that readers for a particular article are a scarce resource, and adding multiple access points divides them. 67 Instead, they argue that SSRN and IRs more likely draw from different readerships, meaning that downloads recorded for the repository copy represent not diverted SSRN readers but a new audience for the content. SSRN and IRs do not fight for the same eyeballs, but instead target different populations defined by how readers find their way to the desired content. 68 ¶28 Our law school's experience with using both SSRN and our repository, Mitchell Open Access, supports Donovan and Watson's key conclusion; namely that 62. Professors who never expressed much interest in open access report their appreciation for receiving monthly download statistics from the repository. Probably a part of it is vanity, but there are other reasons as well. Seeing a spike in downloads for an older article tells a professor that a longforgotten research interest may be worth revisiting. Professors have also been invited to submit new articles for forthcoming symposia, or to present at conferences, because of work found in the institutional repository or SSRN. , the early access postulate (earlier uploading gives the author a foothold on hot topics), and the self-selection bias postulate (authors self-select their best work to post online). Id. at 570-72, ¶ ¶ 51-56. They dispute the notion that more convenient access explains citation advantage because law professors already have access to legal periodical literature via HeinOnline, LexisNexis, and Westlaw. Id. at 571, ¶ 53. Yet they do not consider the possibility that faculty research habits have changed, and that, like students, faculty have begun to utilize general search engines either before or instead of fee-based databases to find legal literature. See Davidson, supra note 25, at 572, ¶ 25 (acknowledging our lack of knowledge about faculty research process and preferences 70. See the appendix infra for a chart of download numbers. 71. Readers may see the cost as a drawback, but I view it as a beneficial reallocation of resources. 72. See Parker, supra note 58, at 468-72 (describing issues related to obtaining permission from journals that own exclusive copyright in already published works).
Dozens of studies in various fields have demonstrated the increased impact factor of open access articles. See The Effect of Open Access and Downloads ("Hits") on Citation
73. Experience shows that student-edited journals rarely deny permission (if they even respond to permission requests), but peer-reviewed journals (especially those owned by for-profit companies) rarely grant it. The approach apparently taken by some law schools of posting all materials until the copyright holder objects is simpler, but not recommended.
74. The promise of faculty visibility with expert support and no additional outlay of funds should generate institutional enthusiasm. Notify the faculty without asking for permission. Describe the library's plan and rationale, and tell them their feedback is welcome. When it comes time to upload articles, e-mail each professor with a list of the articles ready to post. Their feedback will likely focus on specific articles to add or subtract from the list, not on the initiative itself. "We are doing this, let me know if you object" is more effective than "we would like to do this, let me know if it is okay." 76. Ideally all librarians would attend, and participate actively in, workshops at which professors present their research. This serves the library's goals of institutional visibility and knowledge of faculty interests, and it lays the groundwork for future professor-librarian collaboration. ¶31 Armed with knowledge of ongoing projects, 77 librarians should check in with professors periodically. 78 Upon completion of a full draft, 79 the librarian can offer a preliminary citation check, 80 designate key words, write an abstract (if necessary), post the article to SSRN, add it to the school's SSRN Research Paper Series, and submit it for inclusion in selected SSRN Subject Matter eJournals. 81 Immediately thereafter, the librarian can add a link to the professor's online bibliography 82 and add an entry to the database of faculty accomplishments. 83 ¶32 Between uploading a working paper and finalizing the manuscript for publication, the library should shift to a marketing role. Librarians can promote the work from their Twitter or other social media accounts, 84 identify blogs or listservs whose authors and readers might be notified, suggest participation in internal colloquia or topical conferences (particularly those venues that will allow professors to present their work), and encourage authors to thank those upon whose work they developed their ideas. 85 Librarians might also work with the alumni relations 77. The director may want to visit faculty members who have "fallen off the grid" and ask what is going on, perhaps offering to pair them with a librarian or have someone work with their research assistants, or do whatever it takes to position the library to help kick-start their research.
78. The librarian may need to be aggressive. If a response to e-mail is not received, the librarian must visit the professor's office and say, "This is what I need." The challenge is that many librarians are uncomfortable pushing professors. They are used to responding to requests, not making them, and certainly not demanding a response. This transformation from librarian-in-service to librarian with a separate, equally important task will need acceptance and support for it to succeed. Librarians may need coaching, but in the end both groups may end up with more realistic and accurate perceptions of each other-librarians will see professors as regular people, and professors will see librarians as the professionals they are, and think of them more as colleagues.
79. Professors may be reluctant to upload works in progress. They want to present their best work, which is understandable. But the library can articulate the value of staking out one's territory online and obtaining early reactions, while also beginning to accumulate downloads. 81. SSRN features hundreds of "eJournals" that include newly posted articles on topics both narrow and broad. Most pertinent to this discussion is the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN), SSRN's umbrella for law related e-journals. See Legal Scholarship Network Journal Offerings, SSRn, http:// www.ssrn.com/update/lsn/lsn_jrl.html (last visited Jan. 26, 2013), for a complete list of LSN subject matter e-journals. One example of a dedicated librarian's value is in selecting appropriate e-journalseach one has a unique subscriber list, and inclusion in nonlegal or interdisciplinary e-journals is a good way to expose a work to a wider audience.
82. In an ideal world, the library also controls faculty bibliographies online, guaranteeing consistency of inclusion and formatting.
83. Each law school should have a single, comprehensive, reliable database to track faculty scholarship and accomplishments. It can be used to generate monthly activity reports, track scholarship posted in SSRN and the institutional repository, and assist with promotional activities. It could also include media mentions, awards, presentations, congressional (and other) testimony, blogging, committee work (ABA, AALS, etc.), or other activities of particular interest to the school. The library's technology expertise, along with its interest in promoting faculty work, make it a good choice for developing and maintaining this database. 85. I credit my colleague, Professor Ted Sampsell-Jones, for this last idea. He suggests that authors send their SSRN link to people whose work they have cited (with approval). It is a form of networking, ego-stroking, and useful self-promotion to say, in essence, "I wanted you to see my new article because your work really got me thinking." department to promote the work to the author's former students, or to graduates who practice in a related area. After publication, librarians can set up Google Alerts (or similar services) to monitor reaction. 86 ¶33 Having "workshopped" the article and incorporated feedback, the professor should send the completed manuscript to his assigned library contact. 87 The library, which, in many cases, budgets and pays for an institutional ExpressO account, also should handle the manuscript submission process. 88 During this stage the library can (1) ensure all formatting and similar requirements are met; 89 (2) utilize the preferred submission method for specific journals (e.g., Scholastica 90 instead of ExpressO); (3) suggest the best time of year for submission; 91 (4) help authors balance offers of publication for the greatest impact and fit; 92 87. Note that librarians must have enough support so that they need not handle tasks that can be accomplished by paraprofessionals, student workers, or the library's administrative assistant (if it has one). 90. SCholaStiCa, https://scholasticahq.com (last visited Jan. 26, 2013). Scholastica is a relatively a new journal submission platform-a competitor to ExpressO. Only a small number of law journals use it so far, but of those, two highly ranked journals (California Law Review and University of Chicago Law Review) no longer accept articles through ExpressO.
Evidently ExpressO's institutional subscription, which allows submission of articles to hundreds of publications simultaneously, has swamped editorial staffs. This means that many journals, already notorious for valuing author reputation over content, can do even less analysis than before when choosing articles. The University of Chicago Law Review and the California Law Review may see Scholastica's $5 fee as a way to limit submissions to authors who really want to publish in their journals. See Dan Filler, ExpressO Under Attack? Scholastica and the Five Dollar Submission, FaCulty lounge (Aug. 6, 2012), http://www.thefacultylounge.org/2012/08/law-review-submissions-rise-of -scholastica-demise-of-expresso.html; see also James G. Milles, Redefining Open Access for the Legal Information Market, 98 law libR. J. 619, 631-32, 2006 law libR. J. 37, ¶ 42 (noting that in other disciplines, submission to twenty or more journals "would be considered highly unethical, but it is standard practice in legal scholarship").
91. A few years back I attended a bepress presentation about the best and worst times of year to submit an article for publication. Spring is the worst time to submit an article because recently elected student board members are inexperienced and afraid to commit. June and July are better because editors have free time after exams. By August, the window of opportunity is closing because students are preparing for the new academic year. By September and October, full editorial staffs have assembled to read article submissions and choose the majority of the year's articles. Over the winter, journals look for last-minute replacements because a certain number of their authors miss deadlines.
92. See, for example, Washington & Lee University School of Law's remarkable Law Journals: Submission and Ranking site, http://lawlib.wlu.edu/LJ (last visited Jan. 26, 2013), which allows scholars to rank general and subject-specific journals based on citations to those journals in cases, later articles, etc.
(5) recommend license agreement modification to guarantee the school's future ability to disseminate or reuse the work. 93 ¶34 Upon formal publication, the library should post the finished product to the institutional repository, thus providing a complete record of the law school's scholarly output. At the same time, the draft version on SSRN should be replaced with the final article 94 and the published journal citation added. Last, the library should update the citation on the professor's online bibliography and in the school's database of faculty accomplishments, and also add links to the institutional repository.
¶35 After publication, the library can continue to promote the work via social media and monitor the blogosphere for reaction. Postpublication is a good time to ask professors if they want to see a list of nonlegal publications that might publish a similar piece. If the author has reprints, the library can suggest individuals (e.g., scholars, deans, or alumni) who might like to receive copies. The library can also find a practitioner to write a short review of the work for a school publication, thereby creating a connection with a member of the bar and demonstrating the practical utility of faculty work. Finally, the library can distribute to the faculty and administration lists of recently published works (including abstracts and links), along with regular statistics that demonstrate an expanded readership. 95
Moving Forward with Open Access: E-book Initiatives ¶36 Professors devote themselves to a variety of writing projects, including, in rough order from most to least "scholarly," monographs, law review articles, hornbooks, practice materials, study guides, and casebooks. Blogs can fit almost anywhere on the spectrum, depending on the professor's depth of treatment.
¶37 Pursuing an open access agenda for the library logically begins with law review articles for several reasons. First, rightly or wrongly, they are the principal unit of measure for legal scholarship. Tenure and national recognition derive from the placement and impact of articles. Second, school-sponsored, student-edited law journals are usually willing to allow open access publication, meaning libraries can expect relatively few copyright obstacles. Third, professors have strong incentives (and few disincentives) to participate. With no expectation of direct financial benefit from traditional law review publication, professors lose nothing by embracing open access.
¶38 Obstacles to open access publishing of other types of writing are more significant. Notably, professors who produce commercial publications like treatises, casebooks, and study guides do so in part because of potential royalties. Consequently, schools must implement open access publishing in a way that counteracts any financial disincentives.
¶39 Though an appropriate place to start, in certain respects articles actually offer less open access benefit than other types of scholarship. This is because the primary audience for most law review articles is other law professors, one of the few demographics that, by virtue of institutional subscriptions to LexisNexis, Westlaw, and HeinOnline, does not need open access. 96 Other groups, notably students and practitioners, would most benefit from free legal content, and the remainder of this article focuses on opportunities to serve those groups.
Practice Guides and Treatises ¶40 Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. made headlines in 2011 when he accused law professors of writing on topics irrelevant to the bench and bar:
Pick up a copy of any law review that you see, and the first article is likely to be . . . the influence of Immanuel Kant on evidentiary approaches in eighteenth-century Bulgaria, or something, which I'm sure was of great interest to the academic that wrote it, but isn't of much help to the bar. 97 Probably the comment was an attempt at humor and not a careful critique; after all, many law review articles are genuinely useful to attorneys and are cited by courts. But law review articles, like their authors, can be disconnected from practice. They are valued by academics (and sometimes policy makers) for their prescriptive nature; professors spot a problem and propose a solution. 98 Practicing lawyers prefer practical tips and guidance on how to handle certain scenarios.
¶41 Law schools that increasingly embrace skills training should now embrace practical writing, but instead they continue to glorify articles that typically only generate citations by other academics in later law reviews. 99 Law professors who write practical treatises or blogs do so with the knowledge that their work will be marginalized by their colleagues. 98. Of course, law review articles might not be an adequate vehicle even for academics to talk to one another. "The wider question is whether the law review model of content-with its long lead time to publication, editing by students, and format that's resistant to after-publication editingyields enough scholarly gems to deserve surviving in its present form even online." Walter Olson, Abolish the Law Reviews!, atlantiC 100. See Milles, supra note 90, at 632-33, ¶ 48 ("Once the chief purpose of legal scholarship, and nostalgically recalled by the bench and bar, this is . . . generally viewed by legal academics as a lower function-a pro bono service, [and] not real, significant scholarship."). ¶42 Librarians can help improve the low esteem in which practical legal writing is held by educating their communities about the need for increased competition in publications geared toward practitioners.
[T]o the extent that law librarians and their professional associations devote resources to promoting open access legal scholarship, they are not only failing to address, but in fact are diverting resources from, the real problem: the soaring costs of nonscholarly, commercially published, practitioner-oriented legal publications.
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Librarians can remind professors and administrators, for example, that corporate publishers no longer have a stranglehold on the means of publication, nor do they add many unique editorial advantages. Librarians should call attention to the high cost of legal publications, which many practitioners (and law libraries) cannot afford. ¶43 Practice guides 102 have significant open access potential. Although they are written for attorneys, many practitioners lack meaningful access to them. In general, practice guides (including deskbooks and manuals) are available either through their publishers' platforms (e.g., Westlaw, LexisNexis, Intelliconnect) or, decreasingly, in print formats, which can be found at academic, state, or county law libraries. Large firms may purchase relevant titles, but lawyers in small firms or solo practitioners face a significant disadvantage because of the cost of these materials.
¶44 One solution to this problem is for law schools to invest in student-edited practice guides instead of the traditional student-edited law review. It would engage faculty advisors in a worthwhile endeavor, give students a better educational experience (i.e., creating a substantive overview of a legal topic), 103 and make a huge impact on practitioners. Students could write the work in consultation with faculty, alumni, or other practitioner experts, and keep it up-to-date. A blog connected to the guide could note recent cases and encourage discussion. 104 ¶45 Another, (perhaps) less radical option is for one or more professors to write a treatise, but publish it for free online instead of through a traditional publisher. The issue here is that faculty members may be reluctant to embrace self-publishing if they cannot profit from the endeavor, even though relatively few treatise authors earn significant income from their work. 105 Further complicating the matter is the 103. See Milles, supra note 90, at 633, ¶ 51 (arguing that students engaged in editing law journals are not learning the right skills: "Journal students learn meaningless citation-checking skills and bad editing habits, but demonstrate an aptitude for tedious detail and a willingness to work hard. The trade-off is that they skip classes to produce the journal.").
104. See id. at 635, ¶ 59 (stating that law schools, "using readily available distribution technologies such as RSS, blogs, wikis, and other collaborative authoring tools, could easily compete with the commercial publishers of many . . . legal newsletters and loose-leaf services").
105. See Eugene Volokh, The Future of Books Related to the Law?, 108 miCh. l. Rev. 823, 837 (2010) (noting that for "most law professors, the income from academic books is a small fraction of our salaries"). Volokh argues that most law professors would trade money for increased readership, but he does so not in support of open access, but in order to cut publishers out of the process, thereby increasing profits for authors. Id. at 837-38. allure of a professionally printed and bound finished product. 106 For many professors, even though traditional publishers no longer offer many editorial services, 107 holding a book and including its citation on their curriculum vitae outweigh the open access promise of enhanced readership. Of course, we should not judge faculty too harshly for feeling this way. For hundreds of years, academics have associated books with permanence, accuracy, and authenticity. The book is the physical manifestation and reminder of one's impact as a scholar. Unlike open access articles, which often go online in conjunction with a publication that is recognizable and rooted in print, an open access book has no tie to a publisher with an imprimatur of quality. The psychology is evolving, but in 2013 it remains fairly entrenched.
¶46 Librarians can help speed these changes in a couple of ways. First, they should embrace open access for their own books and demonstrate the reputational benefits of enhanced readership. Most legal research books are published in print. If librarians cannot embrace open access in their own work, they will not convince others to do so; indeed, the effort might seem hypocritical. Second, librarians can recommend that their schools adopt incentives for professors to devote time to writing electronic treatises or similar projects. For example, schools can designate stipends, bonuses, or course load reductions for faculty members who pursue projects of this type. Third, librarians can continue to promote the concept with faculty allies, with the goal of finding pioneers willing to pilot the effort.
Casebooks ¶47 An even better hope for a speedy transition to open access publishing is casebooks. 108 Partly this is because authoring a casebook is a less desirable credential than other types of scholarship; indeed, academics may not even consider casebooks scholarship at all. 109 This being the case, professors may be open to innovations in format. And again, only one professor (or a small group) is necessary to pilot an effort; unlike the institutional repository scenario, the library need not build faculty consensus or obtain administrative support to create an open access casebook. The pitch is compelling: lower costs for students, increased name recognition for both the author and the law school, customizability of content, and robust support from the library. 110 114 With all the major publishers implementing similar increases, it is fair to describe this as a shocking and unjustified money grab. 115 Worse still, the legal academy is complicit by supplying the authors and perpetuating the market. ¶49 The presence of original content or significant editorial enhancement might justify some of the cost, but sadly there is little of either. Casebooks are filled primarily with appellate decisions. These are no doubt carefully selected and edited, but the main content is obtained from bona fide government information available in the public domain. 116 Also included are brief introductory narratives and questions for class discussion. 117 ¶50 By migrating to open access casebooks, law schools could save students more than $1000 per year. 118 Helping students minimize their debt upon graduation is a worthy goal by itself, but embracing open access to course materials offers public relations benefits as well. Alumni will approve, as will prospective law students. Furthermore, law students at other schools would pressure their professors to adopt them, and those professors would comply as long as the quality was comparable. For schools that produce free, high-quality casebooks, there is a tremendous opportunity to attract attention as a leader in electronic publishing. It also provides a positive message for law school administrators who desperately want to change the narrative about legal education.
¶51 The Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) has been a leader in encouraging law schools and professors to revamp the casebook publication paradigm. The eLangdell initiative, which launched in late 2010, encourages professors to post textbooks with a creative commons license on CALI's platform. 119 CALI's executive director, John Mayer, has since proposed an ambitious project whereby law schools would share the work of creating one hundred open access casebooks over three years. 120 Under the plan, Every law school puts forth a Fellow who will participate in a team of faculty to write a casebook in a substantive area of law over 12 months. The law school gives the Fellow leave from teaching a course or an institutional stipend for writing the book. The details are to be worked out between the school and the Fellow. 121 ¶52 Underlying Mayer's proposal is the notion that creating open access casebooks (and achieving the critical mass necessary to upend traditional casebook publication) requires joint action by law schools. And he trusts schools to move forward based on our collective interest in lowering costs for students. Professor Orin Kerr, writing for the Volokh Conspiracy (a law professor blog), believes Mayer's plan will not work. "Specifically, it assumes that schools have an incentive to pay extra money or take professors out of the classroom so they can write casebooks, and that professors have strong nonmonetary incentives to write and update them instead of doing other things." 122 ¶53 I would argue that both objections can be addressed by replacing "fellow" with "librarian." For one thing, fellows cost additional money, and law schools already have librarians. A designated librarian could leverage existing faculty relationships, audit the target class to better understand how that professor might edit selected cases, find other appropriate source material, clear copyright as necessary, coordinate with administrative assistants, assign tasks to student workers and library research assistants, and outline a teacher's guide to accompany the text. Although it would mean changing priorities and making a commitment within the library, there is little reason to believe it cannot work. Conclusion ¶54 Librarians must understand the context within which they operate, and absorbing that context, they must refine their thinking. Instead of defending current operations, rewriting elevator speeches, confronting deans, or otherwise rearticulating their value, they must radically rethink their services, collections, and facilities in light of the law school's priorities. They must demonstrate their awareness and creativity by presenting ideas that benefit the school, even if that means reductions in service or reliance on digital collections.
¶55 This article suggests a new set of filters through which to evaluate law library services, in particular those that support faculty scholarship. Librarians should consider how their schools' strategies must change in the face of increasing competition for students, extensive public critiques of legal education in the mainstream media, and downward pressure on tuition. A library whose suite of services is designed primarily to facilitate and teach legal research will be challenged to persuade law school administrators and deans of its importance relative to other departments and roles, and is likely to face large resource cuts in the coming years.
¶56 At the same time, librarians must recognize and understand the factors that motivate today's law professors. We know that professors value (and are increasingly rewarded for) journal placement, download count, media mentions, invitations to speak at events and conferences, and citation by judges and academics, among other quantifiable evidence of professional reputation. Desire for personal recognition might not foster a more collegial atmosphere, but it helps explain the popularity of library services that result in positive attention.
¶57 Pitching open access initiatives as marketing for the self-interested professor may feel unsavory to librarians, but there are numerous advantages, including real collaboration with professors on issues of personal and professional consequence, development of and recognition for expertise in "trending" areas like social media and web development, and competition with the legal publishers (whose pricing policies have so damaged law libraries).
¶58 Retrospectively uploading faculty scholarship, revamping the process for the submission and uploading of new articles, advising the faculty on selfpromotion, and undertaking simple marketing efforts all build a solid foundation of expertise and credibility. That foundation will support new open access initiatives because, having experienced the benefits of its past projects, professors and administrators will endorse the library's new directions.
¶59 Another foundational element also plays a role: successful open access initiatives can produce cultural change within the institution-change that lays the groundwork for reconnection with the school's mission. The change in question is ensuring that all scholarship is posted for the world to use. Professors will become accustomed to seeing new work online as a matter of course. Over time, the core values of open access (e.g., facilitating broader access to valuable information) may replace self-interest as a rationale. Recall that earlier in the process few cared about providing access to information-their interests began and ended with promotion and download counts. Eventually the extrinsic motivators and the rewards of selfinterest will share space with the feeling of having done something good for its own sake.
